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ANTICIPATED RETURNS FROM HARDWOOD FOREST 
MANAGEMENT IN THE EDEN DISTRICT OF NEW 
SOUTH WALES: A FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF A 
LARGE SCALE HARVESTING AND DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT. 

N. Davies, A.J. Watt & G.J. Deacon 

SUMMARY 

The management of some 700,000 acres of the publicly 
owned forested lands of the Eden forestry district is being 
intensified. Over 110,000 acres have been allocated to the 
control of the NationaJ Parks and Wildlife Service. The 
remainder has been dedicated as State Forest. On this 
latter area, the existing overmature and unproductive timber 
stands are being harvested over a forty year period to provide 
logs for the local sawmills and pulpwood billets for paper 
manufacture. 

It is proposed to manage 450,000 acres of the State 
Forests for the continuing supply of hardwood pulpwood and 
to establish more than 100,000 acres of Pinus radiata plant
ations on the remainder. 

As part of the continuing process of management 
planning, analyses have been made of the financial returns 
that may be expected from the harvesting of the old growth 
and continued management of the eucalypt pulpwood working 
circle. 

Detailed data and results for two of these analyses 
are presented here. 

These indicate that stumpage returns to the 
Forestry Commission of New South Wales, less expenditures to 
be incurred by the Commission, have a present value in excess 
of $20 million and that each dollar of investment will yield 
a return of nearly two dollars. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Eden Forestry District in southeastern New South Wales 

contains an extensive resource of publicly owned timbered land. Over 

110,000 acres have been allocated to the control of the National Parks & 

Wildlife Service for permanent management as National Parks or Nature 

Reserves. Approximately 600,000 acres have been dedicated as State 

Forest with a proposed primary use for timber production. More than half 

of the State Forest resource consists of dry eucalypt forests dominated 

by silvertop ash (Eucalyptus sieberi) or by one of several species of 

stringybark. In the moister coastal gullies and the higher rainfall 

ranges to the west, there are taller forests dominated by mountain grey 
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gum (E. cypellocarpa;, brown barrel (E. fastigata), messmate (E. obliqua) 

and river peppermint (E. elata). 

Harvesting of sawlogs and minor quantities of other forest 

products has been under way in the forests of the area for eighty years. 

Because of remoteness from major markets, past operations were selective 

and were undertaken relatively close to the processing centres of Eden 

and Bombala. 

In the Eden supply zone, utilization was too selective to 

achieve signiIicant silvicultural development, and forest values were 

such that post-logging treatments could not be financially justified. 

Forestry activities in the Bombala zone concentrated on the 

establishment and culture of plantations of exotic softwoods, with 

hardwood logging being largely restricted to the salvage of merchantable 

timber prior to planting. 

Due to the low level of forestry development and the climatic 

features of the region, the area has had a long record of severe wild

fires. These have further lowered forest values by killing trees over 

many thousands of acres and by severely damaging the stems and slowing 

the growth of survivors. 

During the 1930's, this low quality but extensive resource 

was on the short list of alternatives being considered by Australian 

Paper Manufacturers Ltd. as the fibre base for a pulp and paper 

comple~ whilst it· was passed over in favour of the timbered lands in 

the Latrobe Valley, Victoria, at that time, commercial interest in utilizing 

the Eden resource for paper-making re-arose in the 1960's. 

As a result of increased demands by Japanese paper 

manufacturing interests for hardwood wood chips, the New South Wales 

Government, in 1968, issued a 20 year Special Licence, for the sale 

of hardwood to a wood chip exporter. The committed rate of sale of 

chippable wood from crown forest areas is 500,000 tons per annum . 

The chipmill at Edrom, on Twofold Bay started production in 

late 1969. Since shortly before that time, harvesting of the Eden 

forests has intensified. It has been primari~y carried out as an 

integrated operation, providing logs for the local sawmills and pulp

wood billets for conversion into wood-chips. 

.~ 
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In the " "lnning of a large scale forest development 

project by a Government agency, a multitude of considerations must be 

taken into account. This paper is concerned with only one of these -

i:he ,Hrect financial return that is expected to accrue to the State 

of New South Wales as a result of the increased nett revenues that 

will flow to the Forestry Commission with management of the area 

for sustained wood production. 

From the viewpoint of this paper, the considerable indirect 

financial and social benefits that may be 'expected to flow to the 

State have been ignored. Forest management tactics and their 

environmental impacts have also been considered to be outside the 

scope of this paper. 

This is not to deny the importance of these factors. 

Account is being taken of them in the-constant monitoring and re

planning processes that form an integral part of forest management 

at Eden. 

EVALUATING FINANCIAL RETURNS FROM FOREST HARVESTING 

AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

Project Modelling 

The typical approach for evaluating forestry ventures involves 

the consideration of a representative acre to which all project expend

itures and returns are apportioned. Discounting is then applied to 

bring the apportioned cash flow to a common time point, and the project 

is evaluated by one of the standard decision rules of cash flow 

analysis. 

This representative or model acre approach has two major 

theoretical limitations. First, it is difficult to define cost and 

return flows for a representative acre of a large project, particularly 

if infrastructure investments are required. Second, and again a problem 

in the case of larger projects, the approach implicitly assumes a 

temporal as well as a physical average, so that any operation on the 

model area duplicates instantaneously over the whole project. 

Fortunately, with the development of ready access to 

electronic computers the necessity to use simplistic models has dim

inished. It is quite feasible to analyze a whole project by con

structing a computer model of it and simulating its development. 
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The development of adequate simulation models is highly 

demanding of analytical resources. To allocate its scarce resources 

of this type efficiently, the Forestry ,Commission of New South 

Wales is constructing a series of generalised models. 

The model used for the Eden analyses places primary 

emphasison the harvesting of existing crops, with a relatively 

simple treatment of stand replacement ""and development. 

It caters for a clear-cutting system, with the re-establish

ment and continued management of the forest on an even-aged basis. 

Existing stands are assumed to be mature or overmature with mortality 

balancing increment so that there is no nett growth. 

Provision is made for expenditures applying to the project 

as a whole and for,expenditures and incomes separately for a number 

of sub-projects. This permits the modelling of differential yields, 

harvesting periods, unit costs and returns for varying geographical 

units within the total project. 

Allowance can be made within each sub-project for both 

capital and recurrent expenditures. 

Harvesting is allocated to a period of time and proceeds 

evenly throughout the period, cutting equal areas annually. 

Subsequent crops can be established at variable times 

after initial harvesting and can be managed on variable rotations, with 

optional intermediate yields. 

In operation, the model simulates the development of each 

sub-project over the specified planning period, generating cash flows 

which are'aggregated for the whole project. The aggregate is then 

reduced by discounting with a range of interest rates to yield 

three of the st~ndard financial appraisal measures - Nett Discounted 

Revenue (NDR) , Benefit Cost Ratio (B:C) and Internal Rate of Return 

(IRR) , notes on which form Appendix 4. 

Secular Price Changes 

In addition to using simplistic average acre models, many 

past financial analyses in Forestry, have ignored the reality of 
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prices changing over time, both generally and relative one to another. 

This assumption of price constancy usually results in 

substantial under-estimates of the profitability of forest investments: 

firstly, because of the existence of a long-term trend of rises in 

the real price of wood; secondly, because of the long time span 

between expenditures and income; and, thirdly, because of an 

apparent non-linear, as well as non-additive, relationship' between 

real interest rates and inflation, on one side, and monetary interest 

rates on the other. 

The model used in the Eden anlysis therefore allows for 

secular price changes for all expenditures and revenue items. 

Length of Planning Period 

with the traditional model the usual measure of financial 

performance is the Soil Expectation Value, a variant of NDR. This 

assumes an infinite planning period. 

However, in a model which builds up expected cash flows 

as the project is simulated, a finite planning period must be adopted. 

l,f this equals the time required to harvest the present crops, no 

account will be taken of the incomes arising from the first set of 

subsequent crops, although in a complete project analysis most of 

the expenditure made on these crops will be charged. This is an 

extreme case, but it is indicative of the general situation that 

whatever period is selected, some crops will not reach maturity 

and project incomes will be understated relative to project costs. 

For this reason the income from at least the first set of 

replacement crops should be accounted for, and therefore the planning 

period should be sufficient to permit this. In this analysis the 

planning period adopted has been 100 years which more than meets 

this requirement. 

ANALYSES OF THE EDEN PROJECT 

A number of analyses have been made of the Eden Project 

in the ongoing process of developing and modifying plans for its 

management. 

.', 
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The majority of these have been based on the premise that 

the total resource will be managed in two working circles. 

In the Bombala Circle, softwood plantations will continue 

to be established at a rate rising to a minimum of 4,000 acres annually. 

This planting rate will provide an ,annual salvage quantity of approx

imately 200,000 tons of hardwood pulpwood until 1992. 

The Eden Working Circle will be managed for continuing pulp

wood yields. During the plantation establishment period at Bombala, 

annual pulpwood yields from Eden will be app~oximately 300,000 tons, 

rising to 500,000 tons annually between 1992 and 2011. After this 

date, the data used provides for an increase in yield potential 

as regrowth stands become available for harvesting. 

Figure 1 and Appendix 1 indicate the extent of the Eden 

resource, geographically and in terms of volume respectively. 

Management Units 7, 13, 14 and 15 comprise the Bombala Working Circle, 

with the other eleven Units making up the Eden Circle. 

Within the range of financial analyses made of alternative 

strategies for the development of the resource', two are of particular 

interest and will be reported here • 

In the first of these, strategy 1, there is progressive 

clear-cutting on a face of the old growth (except for approximately 

40,000 acres to be preserved for reasons of watershed management, 

roadside aesthetics or logging difficulty) as logging proceeds 

successively through each Management unit of each Working Circle. 

Apart from some inherent forest management disadvantages, 

it is possible that this strategy would have an undesirable en

vironmental impact, particularly with regard to the short-term 

aesthetics of areas cut. 

In Strategy 2, therefore, there is a reduction of coupe 

size in the Eden Working Circle, and accelerated development of 

its major access system. The old growth is harvested over two twenty 

year cutting cycles, with coupes always adjacent to either old growth 

or regrowth stands of at least ten years and usually twenty years of 

age. 
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Appendix 2 details the estimated expenditure, in 1972 

prices, for each of these strategies, and Appendix 3 gives estimates 

of incomes, again in 1972 prices. 

The prediction of actual prices at times of expenditure 

and income accrual is, of course, very difficult. In these 

analyses it was assumed that adequate forecasts could be made by 

simple extrapolation of past trends. 

For all direct expenditures, a secular price change rate 

of 3% per annum was adopted. This is considerably below the rate 

of change of the general price level over the last few years, but 

is similar to the long-term average rate for the period 1952-1972. 

A rate of change of 4% per annum was adopted for admin

istrative expenditures. This is lower than the probable long term 

rate for salaries, the major component of administrative expenditure, 

but it is expected that the increasing scale of operations will 

increase administrative efficiency. 

Historically, stumpages have moved in a series of irregular 

jumps. Between 1960/61 and 1972/73 the average stumpage rate in

creased at a mean annual rate of 2~%. However, over the same period 

harvesting generally advanced into more remote areas, and a growing 

proportion of more defective logs and less desirable species was 

processed. Hence the prices for produce of a given quality from a 

specific location would have increased more than the average, 

probably by approximately 3% per annum. 

This is the rate adopted in the present analyses. Thus 

it has been assumed that stumpage prices will not change relative 

to the general price level. Considering the apparent trend 

towards a developing world scarcity of roundwood this appears to be 

a con.servative assumption. 

These rates of price change were combined with the data of 

Appendices 1, 2 and 3 and the development of the Eden Project for 

the one hundred years 1972 to 2071 was simulated using the model 

outlined in the preceding Section. Discounting of the cash flows 

generated by this process indicated that at the appraisal level of 

the Forestry Commission, the Project has the financial expectations 

shown in Table 1. 
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li.ntioil?fl.,t:;Ei1d irina.nd;!.al Rf'rtiut'ns ftom the Bh;Um $ll;'Qj eo'\:;, 

M~n&g~m~nt P~~dounting ~nta.~~s~ ~~t~ (~) 

st~&te~y 4 $ 6 7 a 
""(u 

Nett Disoounted RevenUe l 4(j~2 3:1,.0 ~2.~ ).639 :t.3d~ 

($ million) 2 45 .(~ 30.S 21.S lG.4 l.~.O 

IBenefit cost Ratio 1 1.f~9 1.90 l,~l l.91 :].. ~n 
2 ".SS 1.9'7 :)..136 Lap :1..84 

tn '~n~t for eaqh ~nq evety y~~~ pf the plAPhih9 ~a.p~gg in~ 

aomes exoeed expehditur~~ for bQth suratsgie~i th.ei~ Xnta.~h~l Rgteq 

of RetQrn are nat defined, 

p~~_(lU~H~IJJ)J:\f 

The results given !n W~hl~ 1 we~e de~ived f~om ~nalY$es 
adopting realistic e~penditure~; inoluding all administ~ative Qve~~ 
he~dS, and returns for the ~rojedt. tt is; the~e£bre,aPparent th~~ 
management of the Edan re~QUrpe UhQer ~ither Str~t~gy 1 or at~ategy 
2 has hi.~h £in~ndial soundh~~s; mven ~t a~ interest, PQtentia~ 
profits f~om ths PrQ3~gt n~va ~h ~~timat~d Prs~~n~ v~lue Qf more than 

$:].3 million; ~hd it !~ indip~t~d th~t; in pre$ent value terms, ev~ry 

$1 invested will yield a r~ttirn in S~GeSs or $1.80. ~t lower 

interest r~tes, PQtent~~l p~Qf~TI~pilit¥ !~ av~n hi~hert although in 
the case of STI~ategy 1, th~ ~~t!mat~~ t!m~ p~tue~n of e~Benditures 
and indomes is suon th~t with lQwe~ ~ht~ra~t ~ate~ theta ia a slight 

dedline,in the Bene£it OP~t Rat~Q. 

The s~1eotion or the apptop~iate interest rate for finandial 

analysis raised di£~idult que~tibns. Mends the ~tand~rd p~a~tioe has 

~een followed here &nq results have been presented using a range of 

rates . 

Considering ,that the our tent aim is the e~timatiQn of the 
4iredt finanaial returns tio tihe st.ate of Fores-\:lry CPtnlltis,siQn e:gp,(;mp,iture 
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and incomes, the appropriate rate is that charged on advances to 

the Commission from the New South Wales Treasury. This is approximate~ 

by the long-term bond rate. Excluding the current loading on this rate 

for the present high rate of inflation, it approximates 6% per annum. 

At this interest rate, the Eden Project has a Nett 

Discounted Revenue of approximately $22 million. 

with a 6% interest rate the N.D.R. under option 2 is $~ 

million less 'than that for option 1, but the greater in,surances of 

silvicultural biological and aesthetic, success inherent in the 

former more than outweigh this relatively minor financial differential. 

Of more relevance, the analysis of strategy 2 indicates that 

the process of developing the major part of the Eden natural fore pt 

resource for multiple forest use can be achieved with considerable 

financial returns to the Forestry Commission, qnd hence New South 

Wales. 

It has been mentioned several times thqt ~ore$.tr¥ ~+~~ning 

i~ q Gontinuing adaptive process of appraisal, monttorin~ qnq ~e~ 
app+aisa+. As time progresses, data availability and analytiq~~ 

~etnOqS i~prove and estimates of the cpnpequenpes of ¥a~io~p' PQU~pes 

of action become sharper. The analyses pres~nted ~ere ShQu~q 

the+efore not be regarded as giving final answer~. ~he Qu+rent 

anpwers, howev~r, strongly confirm the finanpial,vqtidity of the 

o;riginal decis'ion to develop the Eden resource • 
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Appendix 1 

Eden Project: Current Yield Availability by Management Units 

Mgt. Gross Nett Assessed Assessed 
unit Area Area Puip Sawlog 

Yield Yield 
(' 000 acres) (' 000 tons) (mill. s. ft. 

gross) .. 

1 30.7 29.3 707 26.8 

2. 63.7 53.0 1867 70.9 

3 50.2 47.9 1696 64.4 

4 26.5 25.1 989 37.6 

5 40.0 37.7 1433 54.4 

6 72.1 67.4 2700 102.5 

7 22.3 21.8 779 29.6 

8 50.2 43.7 1971 74.9 

9 55.8 49.3 1823 69.2 

10 13.9 13.9 553 21.0 

11 25.6 20.9 609 23.1 

12 32.5 31.1 1143 43.4 

13 53.9 49.7 1695 114.9 

14 24.2 22.8 861. 58.3 

15 42.8 32.5 1208 81.9 

Total 604.4 .546.3 20034 873.9 

" 
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Appendix 2 

Eden Project: Expenditure Details for Financial Analyses 

The simulation program used in th~ analyses of the Project 

makes allowance for expenditures of the following types: 

1. Investment Expenditure on the Whole Project, 

2. Recurrent Expenses for the Whole Project, 

3. Investment Expenditures on Individual Blocks or Sub-Projects, 

4. Recurrent Expenditures on These, 

5. Logging Costs on Individual Sub-Projects, and, 

6. Subsequent Crop Expenditure on Sub-Projects. 

This Appendix details the expenditures allowed for under 

these headings. Unless stated otherwise, amounts are in terms of 1972 

prices. 

1. Investment Expenditures for the Whole Project 

1.1 Accumulated Deficit on Project Start-up., 

Year d ' 1 Expen ~ture Income Accumulated Deficit 
($'000, actuai prices) 

1967/8 59.0 59.1 -0.1 

1968/9 i29.6 67.9 61.6 

1969/0 431.2 145.2 347.6 

1970/1 376.4 232.9 491.1 

1971/2 467.6 562.5 396.2 

1 Direct cost9 + 100% overhead 

"" 

1.2 Construction 6f Mt. Im1ay Road. 
, 

40 miles @ average $50,000/mi1e $2,000,000 

$700,000 in 1973 and 1974, $600,000 in 1975. 

1.3 Con9truction of Eden Workshop. 

Actual Cost of $53,000. 
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1.4 Stumpage Rebates to Chipmiller for road construction during 

Project Start-up, to allow for cost of major roading carried 

out by company. 

Year $'000, actual prices 

1972/3 

1973/4 

1974/5 

2. Recurrent Expenditures on Whole Project 

2.1 Administrative Expenditure 

Project Level Salaries 

Other Proj'ect Level Expenses (Travelling, 
rents, postage etc.) 

Proportionate Head Office Expenses 
(Includes field staff superannuation) 

2.2 Research 

300 

175 

50 

$'OOO/Year 

101 

15 

134 

250 

This includes only direct costs charged in the District . 

This averaged $1,000 annually over the period 1969/70 to 1971/72. 

Research staffing is by salaried officers, and a number of other 

expenditure items are also charged to Head Office funds. These 

approximate $30,000 annually, and are included in the total for 

2.1. 

2.3 Fire Protection 

Annual costs vary greatly with season severity. Direct outlays 

in average years are estimated to be $4,000. Additional 

expenditure with very severe 1972/73 seaso~ approximated $180,000. 

Such a season may be expected, on average, each thirteen years. 

Estimate therefore equals 

$4,000 + .077 x $180,000 $18,000 

2.4 Maintenance of Mt. Imlay Road. 

Annual maintenance $200/mile. 

Annual contribution to 6% interest bearing contingency fund for 

resealing Mt. Imlay Road @ $5,000/mile every eight years, $17,900 • 
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3. Investment EXP-'i-:.ditureson Individual Sub-Projects. 

3.1 Major Access Roading 

3.1.1 Strategy 1. 

Each Management unit 'a Sub-Project. units in the Bomba1a 

Working Circle roaded as part of the Pine Project. units 1, 

2 and 10 already provided with adequate main access. The 

following table indicates mi1eages for the remaining eight 

management units, together witll estimated expenditures for 

survey, construction and the felling of snags within 1~ 

chains of road centre lines. 

Sub Project Major Access Estima:ted 
Expenditure Mileage 

($'000) 

3 10 77.7 

4 10 78.0 

5 17 132.1 

6 35 272.0 

8 34 192.1 

9 43 294.8 

11 3 23.3 

12 10 77.7 

Total 162 1,147.7 

3.1.2 strategy 2; 

Sub Project 1 made up of Management units 1-6" 9 and 10, 

Sub-Project 2 of Units 8, 11 and 12 and Sub Projects 3, 4, 

5 and 6 the four Units comprising the Bomba1a Working Circle. 

Estimated expenditures are therefore: 

Sub Project Major Access Estimated 

Mileage Expenditure 
($'000) 

,. 1 11S 854.6 

< 2 47 293.1 

, ' 

T~ta1 162 1,147.7 

,', 

, -
~.~ 

", • • ~'M:t:r 

::.:::' 

'. 
,', 
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3.2 Minor Access Roadi.ng 

For Si:ra"LGgy 1, thj s was allowed as a logging expense (see 

undeJ~ 5) 

For Strategy 2: 

Sub Project Minor Access Estimated 
Mileage Expenditure 

($'000) 

1 458 2,535.5 

2 151 835.9 

Total 609 3,371.4 

--~-~ --.--------~~-~-- -~~----- .. -

In the analysis for strategy 2, Major and Minor Access was charged as 

an annual expenditure, over twenty years from 1972 for Sub Project 1, 

and over ten years from 1992 for Sub Project 2. From the above tables 

annual expenditures (in 1972 prices) were therefore estimated to be: 

1972-1992, 

1993-2003, 

$169,500 

$112,900. 

4. Recurrent Expenditures on Individual Sub Projects 

4.1 Marketing Supervision. 

Eight cents/ton were allowed for supervising pulpwood cutting 

and five cents per 100 s.ft. gross for saw1ogs. 

From these and the resource quantities given in Appendix 1,' 

the following were derived: 

4.1.1. Strategy 1. 
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Sub Project Cutting Commences Cutting Period Marketing Supervision 
(year) (years) Total per Year 

($'000, 1972 prices) 

1 1972 9 70.0 7.8 

2 1972 10 184.8 18.5 

3 1982 8 167.9 21.0 

4 1990 3 97.9 32.6 

5 1998 3 141.8 47.3 

6 1993 5 267.2 53.5 

7 1982 4 77'.1 19.3 

8 2006 4 195.1 48.8 

9 2001 5 180.4 36.1 

10 1981 9 54.7 6.1 

11 2001 5 60.3 12.1 

12 2010 2 113.1 56.6 

13 1986 7 193.0 27.6 

14 1972 10 98.0 9.8 

15 1972 10 137.6 13.8 

4.1.2 Strategy 2 

1 1972 40 116.5 29.1 

2 1993 19 368.5 19.4 

3 1982 4 77.1 19.3 

4 1972 10 137.6 13.8 

5 1972 10 98.0 9.8 

6 1986 7 193.0 27.6 

- ------- --- -- --- --- ------ ---

4.2 Road Maintenance 

4.2.1 Strategy.l 

Allowance was made for heavy maintenance of main access roads 

in each Sub Project at $200/mile/year during logging of the old 

growth. Following logging, allowance was at the rate of 

$30/mile/year for all roads. (Allowance for maintenance of spur 

roading during logging was made as a logging expense under 

Category 5). 

4.2.2 Strategy 2 

Sub Projects 3 to 6 were allowed for as in Strategy 1. For Sub 

Projects 1 and 2, main access maintenance during old growth 
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logging was treated as a logging expense (see 5). within Sub 

Project 1, the total mileage of permanent main'cenance rises to 

600 miles, at $30/mile/year, in equal annual increments over 

forty years, and within Sub Project 2 to 191 miles over nineteen 

years. 

5. Logging Costs on Individual Sub Projects. 

The analytioal model used ca:cers for these expenses on a per 

aore basis. 

5.1 Strategy 1. 

Allowanoe was made for: 

survey, o.onstruotion and snag falling of minor roads at $S,540/mile. 

Heavy maintenanoe of these during logging a:t: $200/mile/year, and, 

pre and post logging burning at 20o/aore. 
within the Eden Working Cirol~, these harvesting costs reduced 

to $7/aore for Sub~Projeots 2 and a, $8 for 4 and 9, $9 for 1, 5, 

a and 12, $10 for 3 ~nd 11 and $11 for 10. 
Only the road maintenanoe expenses were charged within the Bomba1a 

Wot'king' Cit'cla. Additionally, et ored:i:l;: of $ 5/ao:t:'e wms allowed for 
the mar~inal ~~duotion Qf pine plantation 0xpenses resulting from 

pri~t' ha~dwo~d utili2ation. 

~.2 ~tt'~t@~y 2. 

A§ mentioned, spur ro~d ~gnstruetion wn~ allow~d for as an annual 

~~~@n~@ under C~te~ory 3 for ~ub ~rg~@ot~ 1 ~nd 2. Maintenanoe 

and burnin~ wa~ allow@d for at $l/a~r@. 

~uh ~roj§et~ ~ to ~ W@l!'@ t~@at~d ~~ in strat~g'y 1. 

6. Sub§~quent Crop E~p~nditur§m. 

6.1 Ripping' and Pl~ntinq of'Lg~ Oump~. 
$lO/aol!'@ on lO~ of area e $l/acre fo~ all sub Projects of the 

Ed@n Workin~ Cirele. 

6.2 Non Comm@rcial ~hinnin~. 
with present harvesting teohnology, non~ornmnercial thinninq will 

be re~uired to induoe an adequate piece sige after ~ forty year 

growin~ period. Re~earch is underway into means of limiting 

initial 6tc~king ~Q that growth will be ~onGentrated on fewer 

6tem~r but in the p~e$ant analyses, thinning at age 15 @ $30/aore 

was allowed for. 

6.3 Marketing Expenses 
Supervision expenses @ So/ton for 80 tons/aore a $4/aore, and 

additional road maintenanoe during heavy logging usage adds 

another $l/aore. 
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Appendix 3 

Eden Project: Income Details for Financial Analysis. 

The only incomes allowed for in the analyses were stumpages to be 

obtained from the sale of sawlogs and pulpwood billets. 

For sawlogs, mean stumpage values per 100 s.ft. gross hoppus 

volume were appraised using the Forestry Commission's standard 

appraisal methods and criteria. within each Management Unit, haulage 

distances were based on the projected roading system at time of harvest

ing the unit. Allowance was made for an average defect of 20%. 

For pulpwood stumpages, rates for individual Management Units 

were derived from the stumpage zones and the rates applying thereto in 

the Sales Agreement with the chipmiller. Rates for regrowth were 

assumed to rise by a conservative 4 cents/ton (in 1972 prices) because 

of higher yields per acre of higher quality pulpwood. 

The following tables give esti~ated average unit incomes, by 

Sub Projects, for each Strategy. Rates are in terms of 1972 prices. 

1. Strategy 1. 

Sub Project Old Growth Regrowth 

Pulpwood Sawlogs Pulpwood 

($/ton) 
($/100 

($/ton) 
s. ft.H.) 

1 2.21 1.63 2.25 

2 2.21 1.40 2.25 

3 2.21 1.62 2.25 

4 2.21 1.33 2.25 

5 2.17 1.27 2.21 

6 2.17 1.30 2.21 

7 2.01 1.22 

8 2.04 1.16 2.08 

9 2.20 1. 78 2.24 

10 2.21 2.03 2.25 

11 2.21 1.87 2.25 

12 2.07 1. 73 2.11 

13 1.67 1.14 

14 1.86 1.26 

15 1.86 1.28 
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2. Strategy 2 

Sub Project Old Growth Regrowth 

Pulpwood Saw10gs Pulpwood 

($/ton) 
($/100 

($/ton) 
s.ft.H.) 

1 2.19 1.49 2.25 

2 2.09 1.45 2.13 

3 2.01 1.22 

4 1.86 1.28 

5 1.86 1.26 

6 1.67 1.14 
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. Appendix· 4 

Notes on Three Standard·Financial Appraisal Measures 

The model used for the Eden Project analyses generates anticipated 

cash flows. These are then reduced to the financial appraisal measures 

of Nett Discounted Revenue (NDR), Benefit Cost Ratio B:C) and Internal 

Rate of Return (IRR). 

Briefly considering each of these in turn, 

n -1 n -1 

NDR = IR (l+p) 
. i 
J. 

- IE. (l+p) 
i J. 

Where R. = Revenue obtained in year i. 
J. 

E. = Expenditure in that year, 
J. 

n = Number of years in the planning period, ?nd, 

p ~ The discounting interest rate. 

If the second term on the right hand side of the expression 

exceeds the first, discounted expenditures exceed discounted revenues, 

NDR is negative and the project being analysed is financially unsound. 

The decision rule for financial acceptability of a project is 

therefore that NDR must be non-negative. If it is zero, the project 

should just break even, and if positive, there are potential profits. 

The NDR estimates the return to the land on which a project is 

conducted. If expenditures on land purchase are not included in the 

analysis; it gives the value of land for the purpose of the project. 

In the case.of the Eden Proje~t, however, the value of the land 

for wood production is considerably greater than the estimated NDR of 

$22 .million~ This amount is only the value for wood production usage 

to the Forestry Commission, not to the community at large. 

The efficiency with which a project will use the capital invested 

in it cannot be estimated from NDR. For two alternative projects, a 
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larger NDR for one may merely mean that it is a larger project. 

Where investment efficiency is of more concern than land use 

efficiency an alternative measure is required. One such measure is 

the Benefit Cost Ratio. In the form used for the Eden Project 

analyses this is given by: 

n 
B:C = ~R 

i i 

-i 
(1 + p) / 

n 
~E 

i i 

-i 
(1 + p) 

where the various items are as previously defined. 

The decision rule for financial acceptability with this measure 

is that B:C must be equal to or greater than unity. 

The IRR is another measure for the efficiency of capital usage. 

It is defined as the discounting interest rate which equates discounted 

revenue with discounted expenditure, i.e. the rate at which NDR equals 

zero and B:C equals unity. 

with this measure, a proposeq project is indicated to be 

financially sound if its IRR equals or exceeds the rate of interest 

charged on investment funds. 

There are a number of theoretical difficulties inherent in the 

IRR concept. In general B:C is a preferred measure of financial 

efficiency. 

Typically, forest investment analyses concern projects commenc

ing wit~ heavy expenditures (for stand establishment) with a 

following period of fairly low expenditures (for stand maintenance) 

occasio~a1 small revenues (from thinnings) and then a large revenue 

(from clear cutting). 

Under these circumstances, both NDR and B:C decline with rising 

interest rates, to eventually indicate the IRR. 

However there is no mathematical necessity for the inverse 

relationship between interest and NDR and B:C. with certain types 

of cash flow, rising interest may induce either or both rising NDR 

-----.---, -_ .... _-- _. -
-.-----------~- --
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or rising B:C, and there may be either multiple values of IRR, or 

it may not be defined at all. 

Projects having excess anticipated revenues over expenditures 

in most of their early years are quite likely to give such results. 




